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Gone_Phishin wrote:
my buddy got into a rather heated argument with a FFer on the breeches two weeks ago. the guy pretty
much tore him a new one for spin fishing

The only reason the "fly" guys complain is because the spin guys catch ten times more than the fly guys!
Does your buddy usually wear a blue sweat shirt and a tan cap? A young guy who is kinda friendly?
My waders arrived Friday, so Sat 23rd I hit the Breeches with my Helios 3wt and lots of great flies. I caught 3
(hours of fishing for the freshly stocked stockies) and my expert dry fly friend didn't catch anything. That spin
guy with the blue top caught 10 trout while he was just below us! When he walked by, I said "Hey, spin guy, did
you catch those trout on inline spinners" (I saw him casting and reeling to keep the spinner off the bottom). I
said "congratulations, dude, you put on a clinic for us today"
I posted a stream report Sat night, and Sun I went back to the Breeches with my UL spin rod. I "nailed" the
trout..... big time (too many to count) soft plastics with super thin NanoFil is better than live bait!
Most of the guys who fish the Breeches are wonderful anglers who fish for fun and they don't hate the spin guys.
The couple elitist whiners only say that because they fish all day and usually can't catch anything! ...... they think
"if only we could stop the spin guys, then I might be able to catch a trout"
PS - The Yellow Breeches C&R is so packed with trout, I think any spin or fly guy could catch quite a few?

